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Abstract: Global sea level is predicted to rise for centuries even if greenhouse gas emissions are
greatly reduced. Sea level rise (SLR) threatens coastal communities where a large fraction of the
human population lives. A possible mitigation effort is to increase the ice mass in Antarctica.
Coastal Antarctic radiosonde profiles are supersaturated with respect to ice on average 47% of the
time. If all of this excess water vapor and supercooled liquid cloud water were removed from the
atmosphere and deposited on the Antarctic landmass, it would offset 11 cm of SLR by 2100, or about 15
(8–17) percent of the predicted SLR. This strategy could be used to supplement other efforts to reduce
climate change impacts, such as carbon dioxide removal or solar climate intervention.
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1. Introduction

Sea level is predicted to rise about 75 (63–132) cm by 2100 due to climate change [1,2].
Even if greenhouse gas emissions were reduced to zero now, the current CO2 loading would
continue the radiative imbalance, leading to further ocean warming and thermosteric sea
level rise (SLR) [3]. SLR threatens coastal communities and could have profound effects on
humanity. Stopping SLR will be difficult due to the sheer mass of water involved.

One way to limit SLR is to slow or stop land ice from melting. Geoengineering
approaches for glacier restraint has been reviewed by Lockley et al. [4]. Another way is to
accumulate water mass on land surfaces in the form of ice. Many glaciated land masses,
such as Greenland and Antarctica, could be used to store ice. In this study, we are focusing
on Antarctica because it is the largest glaciated land mass and very little ice is predicted to
melt from Antarctica over the next century [1], making it a good candidate for ice storage.
However, other polar and mountainous land masses could also be considered for their ice
storage potential.

How much ice would be required to offset sea level rise? The area of Antarctica,
1.4 × 107 km2 [5], is about 4% of the area of the global ocean [6]. Therefore, adding 1 m of
ice covering all of Antarctica would reduce sea level by about 4 cm.

Increasing Antarctic ice by pumping ocean water onto the surface of the Antarctic
ice sheet was proposed by Frieler et al. [7]. The energy cost was estimated to exceed 7%
of the global primary energy supply and the impact of adding salt to the ice sheet and
the environment is unknown but could be detrimental. It would also be possible to ship
fresh water from landmasses or use desalinized ocean water [8] to eliminate the impact
of salt, but those options add a substantial energy cost. The present study explores using
atmospheric water, both as water vapor and liquid (in the form of droplets), as a source to
increase Antarctic ice mass. Recent work shows that the mass balance of the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet, and thus sea level rise, depends on snowfall anomalies [9]. This supports
our premise that depositing atmospheric water onto the land surface would result in
offsetting SLR.
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This study is an exploratory effort investigating how much atmospheric water in the
forms of liquid and excess vapor is currently available to deposit on the Antarctic surface.
We use data obtained from historical frost point hygrometer and operational radiosonde
measurements. We focus on liquid drops and excess vapor because of their theoretical
potential to be turned into precipitation. In this study, we do not address how the water is
deposited on the surface. Cloud seeding could be invoked to do this; however, this study
focuses on estimating the available atmospheric water, not the method of delivering it to
the surface.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Liquid Water Availability

Several studies have investigated the type and frequency of clouds over the Antarctic
continent [10–13]. Mixed-phase clouds containing supercooled water droplets are preva-
lent in the South Pole in all months of the year except August, and occur as frequently
as ice-only clouds during the Antarctic summer months [10]. Mixed-phase clouds were
present an average of 7.7% of the time and pure ice clouds 22% of the time. Supercooled
liquid water clouds were also prevalent over Dome C (Concordia), with December, Jan-
uary, and February (DJF) frequencies of about 50% [11]. These clouds were generally
thin and had liquid water paths (LWPs) of about 50 g/m2. Recently (16 August 2016),
an extended drizzle event was observed over McMurdo for 7.7 h at temperatures below
−25 ◦C that had a LWP of 100 g/m2 [12]. These observations of liquid water and mixed-
phase clouds over Antarctica are suggestive of a low ice-nucleating particle (INP) concentra-
tion. Measurements using satellite-based radar and lidar indicate the widespread presence
of supercooled water clouds with a strong seasonal cycle and spatial variability [13]. Spa-
tially averaged over the continent, supercooled liquid clouds and mixed-phase clouds occur
5–20% of the time, with the coasts having higher cloud frequencies than the interior [13].

2.2. Excess Water Vapor over Antarctica

Daily operational radiosonde profiles over Antarctica (https://ruc.noaa.gov/raobs/,
accessed on 13 October 2023.) are used to calculate column excess water vapor. The station
locations are shown on the map in Figure 1. The temporal coverage of the radiosonde data
is nominally from 2000–2021; however, some stations have less data. Specifically, Concor-
dia only covers 2019; Mario_Zuchelli is missing several years including 2005–2007 and
2008–2012; McMurdo has very sparse coverage in 2014–2015; and Centro_Met_Antartico
has very limited coverage and only for 2018–2019.

The radiosonde profiles report the atmospheric and dewpoint temperature and allow
for the calculation of water supersaturation, providing an upper limit of the amount of
water that could be extracted from the atmosphere and deposited onto land. An empirical
formula [14,15] is used to calculate saturation vapor pressure with respect to water and ice
(es and esi). The formulas are:

Log10 es = −7.90298 (373.16/T − 1) + 5.02808 Log10(373.16/T)
− 1.3816 × 10−7 (1011.344 (1−T/373.16) − 1) + 8.1328 × 10−3 (10−3.49149 (373.16/T−1) − 1) + (1)
Log10(1013.246)

Log10 esi = −9.09718 (273.16/T − 1) − 3.56654 Log10(273.16/T)
(2)+ 0.876793 (1 − T/273.16) + Log10(6.1071)

where T is the ambient temperature in K and e is in hPa.
Supersaturation with respect to water, defined as relative humidity over water (RHw)

above 100%, is rare over Antarctica. However, at the temperatures normally experienced
there, supersaturation with respect to ice, defined as a relative humidity over ice (RHi)
above 100%, is the relevant metric and occurs in an average of 47% (30–61) of the coastal
profiles. Excess water vapor is calculated from the water vapor pressure minus the satura-
tion pressure with respect to ice (e – esi), in each supersaturated atmospheric layer. Then,
the column total of excess water is calculated by summing over the supersaturated layers.

https://ruc.noaa.gov/raobs/
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Figure 1. Map of Antarctica with the stations used in this study.

Operational radiosonde measurements of specific humidity are known to have a
temperature-dependent dry bias [16–18]. This bias is also a function of radiosonde type.
We compare paired radiosonde and frost point hygrometer (FPH) specific humidities taken
by the NOAA Global Monitoring Laboratory to estimate the radiosonde bias at South Pole
and McMurdo during the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the Vaisala RS-80 sonde was
used. Calculations of RHi in each atmospheric layer show a dry bias in these radiosondes
(Figure 2). The slope from regressing the RHi from the radiosondes and FPH gives an
indication of the bias. We find a slope of 0.56 at the South Pole and 0.74 at McMurdo
(Figure 2). In these profiles at McMurdo, FPHs report RHi values that are 35% higher than
radiosonde values. This dry bias is comparable to that found by Miloshevich et al. [17],
who calculated a 1.3 scale factor between FPH and the Vaisala RS-80 sonde values at
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temperatures of −35 ◦C, which is consistent with Antarctic temperatures. This RHi bias
at McMurdo results in a 4x low bias in excess water vapor for the cases using a Vaisala
RS-80 when assuming the wetter FPH profiles are accurate. More recent sondes used in
the calculation have lower biases, so our underestimate in excess water is likely less than a
factor of four.
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deviation of RHi across all profiles as a function of altitude. Panels (c,d): a comparison of RHi

between radiosondes and FPHs at the South Pole (c) and McMurdo (d) stations. Yellow lines are
linear fits to the data.

3. Results

Radiosonde profiles indicate the atmosphere air over the coastal regions in Antarctica
is supersaturated 47% (30–60%) of days with little seasonality between 2000 and 2022. The
interior, represented by Dome C and the South Pole stations, is supersaturated 28% and
66% of the time, respectively. The average amount of excess vapor in daily radiosonde
measurements is 0.005 kg/m2 at the South Pole, 0.02 kg/m2 over Dome C (Concordia), and
a mean of 0.095 kg/m2 over the Antarctic costal stations (Figure 3). However, considering
the dry biases in operational radiosonde measurements, this value is likely an underesti-
mate. Correcting the RH measurements based on the FPH/radiosonde biases discussed
previously, there may actually be up to four times more excess vapor.
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Figure 3. Frequency and magnitudes of excess column water vapor for each Antarctic station. The
dashed lines indicate the mean value. These estimates do not take into account the dry bias in
radiosonde measurements.

Depositing the coastal mean excess water vapor (0.095 kg/m2/day) every day would
add 3.5 cm (35 kg/m2) of water-equivalent precipitation annually, and accounting for
the dry bias in radiosonde measurements, this could be as high as 14 cm (140 kg/m2)
annually. To put this in perspective, McMurdo station currently receives 18.4 cm of water-
equivalent precipitation annually [19]. Precipitating out the excess vapor would increase
the precipitation by 19–76% depending on the dry bias. These estimates assume daily water
vapor removal with the surrounding ocean replenishing the removed excess water. There is
a tradeoff between the frequency of excess water removal and the distance inland that can
effectively be seeded based on the flux of water vapor from the ocean. It is outside the scope
of this work to calculate this flux and optimize a seeding plan. However, weekly removal
of excess water vapor would presumably result in 7× less water removed compared with
daily removal.

Assuming daily removal, the deposit of excess water vapor at coastal stations based
on current supersaturation could reach an average total of 2700–10,800 kg/m2 by the end
of the century, which corresponds to 2.9–11.6 m of ice accumulation, depending on the dry
bias (Figure 4). In contrast, inland sites, which have substantially less excess water vapor,
could accumulate 14–56 cm at the South Pole and 55–220 cm at Dome C by the end of the
century. Assuming the coastal area represented by the radiosonde measurements extends
inland up to ~290 km, then the coastal area makes up 25% of the Antarctic continent. For
comparison, lake effects of snow totals can be seen up to about 200 km from the shore of
the Great Lakes in the USA [20]. Furthermore, atmospheric rivers have been observed,
extending ~1000 km inland in west Antarctica [9]. Removing daily excess water vapor over
the coastal region would offset 2.6–10.4 cm of global sea level rise by the end of the century.

Along with the excess water vapor, there is an additional source of potentially remov-
able water in the form of cloud liquid water over Antarctica. Listowski et al. [13] used radar
and lidar to estimate the seasonality and frequency of supercooled liquid-water-containing
clouds (SLCs) over Antarctica. They found the highest SLCs over the coasts and west
Antarctica, with average values around 20% of daily observations. Assuming an efficient
removal of daily mixed or liquid clouds over 20% of the coastal regions with an LWP of
100 g/m2, as recently observed over McMurdo [12], then 7.3 kg/m2/yr of cloud water
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could be removed over the coastal regions, or 570 kg/m2 by the end of the century. This
is a small addition to the 2700–10,800 kg/m2 available in excess water vapor identified
from profiles, but together, this increases the available water to 3300–11,400 kg /m2 by the
end of the century. The combined total represents offsetting 3.2–11 cm of SLR, or 4–15%
of the predicted 75 cm of SLR this century [1,2]. Table 1 summarizes the end-of-century
excess water that could be stored on the continent through daily or weekly removal with
and without correcting for the dry bias in the radiosonde measurements.
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Figure 4. Net ice accumulation (kg/m2) by the end of the century (assuming supersaturations
remain unchanged from the present) assuming that all excess water removed from the n at each
station accumulates as ice on the surface. This does not take into account the dry bias in radiosonde
measurements.

Table 1. A summary of the end-of-century (EoC) excess water removal and sea level rise offset,
assuming coastal levels of excess water are removed over 25% of the land area given different
removal frequencies and radiosonde dry bias.

Frequency of
Vapor Removal

EoC Excess
Water (kg/m2)

EoC Excess
Water with Dry
Bias Correction

(kg/m2)

EoC Cloud
Liquid Water

Removed
(kg/m2)

EoC SLR
Offset (cm)

EoC SLR Offset
with Dry Bias

Correction (cm)

EoC Cloud
SLR Offset

(cm)

Daily 2700 10,800 570 2.6 10.4 0.6

Weekly 390 1540 570 0.37 1.5 0.6

4. Discussion

This study explores the possibility of using cloud seeding over Antarctica for offsetting
part of the projected SLR. We have shown the potential of the proposed method (up to 15%
of SLR). Obviously, this method alone will not mitigate the entire SLR problem. However,
it still has the potential of reducing projected one-in-100-year coastal flooding areas by over
105 km2 [21]. Furthermore, the method could have a beneficial side effect of surface cooling
due to cloud removal. Cooling the surface could help slow down glacier melting. As this is
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an exploratory work, many issues still need to be appropriately addressed. Here are some
of future research topics:

Water vapor uncertainty. One uncertainty of the proposed method is the projection of
atmospheric water available for removal. For simplicity, we assumed that that availability
would remain unchanged; however, natural variability and climate change can both alter
our estimates. Studies have hypothesized that relative humidity will remain constant with
global warming [22], indicating that the water cycle will intensify with climate change.
This is also in agreement with the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Sixth Assessment Report [23], which states that total atmospheric water vapor is
increasing 1 to 2% per decade. However, modeling studies are needed to assess whether
this is indeed going to occur over Antarctica.

Our estimates assume that the cloud seeding will be completely efficient. It may be
that cloud seeding may only remove a small fraction of the excess water vapor. Actual tests
of cloud seeding in Antarctica are needed to assess efficacy.

Cloud seeding and associated energy need. Cloud seeding has a long history [24,25],
but still is a controversial topic. Recent studies [26,27] have shown cloud seeding led
to snow precipitation that would otherwise not have fallen. However, the effectiveness
and energy efficiency (energy spent per unit snow fall) of cloud seeding still need further
assessments.

Radiative effects. Efforts to remove clouds through cloud seeding may reduce cloud
prevalence and affect the net cloud radiative effects (CRE). Lawson and Gettelman [10]
found a +7.4 W/m2 change in CRE over the continent in the Community Earth System
Model (CESM), which included mixed-phase clouds at very low temperatures compared to
ice-only clouds. Therefore, a reduction in liquid clouds reduces surface temperature. Chang-
ing the radiative balance over Antarctica could potentially have an effect on circulation as
well. The overall impact would require extensive modeling work.

5. Conclusions

Removing supersaturated atmospheric water vapor over the Antarctic coastal region
could offset up to 10.4 cm and removing available liquid cloud water could offset another
0.6 cm of SLR by end of century. This represents 15% of projected 75 cm of SLR by 2100.
These estimates may increase if climate change greatly increases water vapor over the
continent. An increase of 2 ◦C in the Antarctic temperature profile with the same relative
humidity would increase the excess water vapor by about 20% [14,15]. Thus, we expect
that in the future warmer world, more excess vapor would be available for deposition.

An important consideration for climate change mitigation techniques is assessing the
unintended side effects. We do not anticipate any major environmental pollution from
converting atmospheric water vapor to deposited ice over Antarctica. Cloud seeding could
be carried out with dry ice, which would not leave any contamination on the surface.
Termination shock of the sort that could be caused by halting solar climate intervention
is not expected. Changing precipitation in a region with virtually no population and no
agriculture should also not have negative impacts. And, although other proposals have
suggested storing ice in Antarctica from sea water or by transporting fresh water, these
have large energy requirements [7]. This proposal would require the shipping of cloud
seeding material, which is typically silver iodide or dry ice (CO2), and energy to deploy the
seeding material.

There are many assumptions that go into these calculations of available atmospheric
water. We assume that the removal mechanism deposits all of the excess vapor on the
surface where it accumulates. This undoubtedly overestimates the fraction of excess vapor
that could practically be removed from the atmosphere. Furthermore, we assume that
removing excess vapor in the atmosphere does not reduce supersaturation at other coastal
stations. It is possible that downstream locations would have less vapor available to
precipitate out. However, we are focusing on coastal regions which should be less affected
by this than the interior.
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We recognize that offsetting SLR by 11 cm represents an upper limit for growing
glaciers via atmospheric removal of water vapor. However, given the severity of the
impacts of sea level rise, the maximum potential for any strategy to mitigate the effects of
climate change should be calculated before that strategy can be ruled out. Furthermore, this
idea could be used in concert with other climate change mitigation strategies or possibly at
locations in the Arctic.
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